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This work is not for the religious sect members regardless of the tropical or 
sidereal,that think that the last truth already know and believe there is no 
more to be discovered. They should further believe, they can find out 
everything if they only look horoscopes.But They will not be able to check 
whether the astrological claims are correct and nothing discover without 
higher harmonics even though a thousand years are passed.
They will still debate a thousand years later which house systems could 
be.Let them go on sleep and speculate.

This work is for those who open minded,who think that everything must be 
accurate in seconds,examine and seek the truth without any selfish goals.
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Here I will compare natal, progression, lunar, and solar of the victim with the natal,
progression, lunar, and solar of the perpetrator.

They were used:

a) Sidereal Zodiac (Krishnamurti Ayanamsa),must always mean Node.

b) Harmonic 4096 for exact birth times,harmonic 4 and 8 when only birth day 
known,harmonic 64 when birth time rounded.

c) From the inside to the outside:

1. inner circle (1)  : victim's natal

2. inner circle (2) : victim's progression,-solar,-lunar

3. inner circle (3) : perpetrator's natal

4. outer circle (4) : perpetrator's progression,-solar,-lunar

d)first planetary pictures marked red ,second green and third orange  .

e) Keys :

Tertiary I: 1 sidereal day = 1 sidereal month (27.321661 days)

Rate : 0.99726966 / 27.321661= .036501062655012

Tertiary II (Minor) : 1 sidereal month = 1 sidereal year

Rate : 27.321661/ 365.25636042 = .074801328493181

Secondary Progression : 1 sidereal day = 1 sidereal year

Rate : 0.99726966 / 365.25636042 = .002730327978008
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Simpson, Nicole Brown
19 May 1959 at 02:00 (= 02:00 AM )Frankfurt am Main, Germany, 50n07, 8e40
American homicide victim and ex-wife of O.J. Simpson accused of her murder.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Simpson,_Nicole_Brown
Simpson, O. J.
9 July 1947 at 08:08 (= 08:08 AM )San Francisco, California, 37n47, 122w25
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Simpson,_O._J.

O.J.-Tertiary (4) = Nicole Brown-Natal (1)

Nicole Brown-Tertiary (2) = O.J.- Natal (3)
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Nicole Brown-Tertiary(2)= O.J.-Natal (3)/ = O.J.-Natal (3) = O.J.-

tertiary(4) 
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O.J.-Tertiary(4)= O.J.-Tertiary (4) = Nicole Brown-Tertiary(2) AC = Nicole Brown-

Natal (1)/
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O.J.-Secondary(4)/ = O.J.-Secondary(4)/ = Nicole Brown natal(1) =

Nicole Brown natal (1)
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O.J.-Secondary  Converse(4)/ = Nicole Brown Natal(1) = Nicole Brown  Natal

(1) (red)

O.J.-natal(3)/ = Nicole Brown secondary converse(2) = O.J.-Secondary

Converse(4) = O.J.-Natal (3) (green)
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Wood, Natalie
20 July 1938 at 11:16 (= 11:16 AM )San Francisco, California, 37n47, 122w25
Death 29 November 1981
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Wood,_Natalie
Wagner, Robert
10 February 1930 at 01:45 (= 01:45 AM )Detroit, Michigan, 42n20, 83w03
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Wagner,_Robert
Wagner has denied any involvement in Wood's death.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natalie_Wood#Death

Robert Wagner Natal(3)/ = Robert Wagner Lunar(4) = Natalie Wood Lunar(2)
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Robert Wagner return(4) / = Natalie Wood return(2)  = Natalie Wood

return(2) = Natalie Wood natal(1) 
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Robert Wagner secondary(4) / = Natalie Wood natal(1)/ = Robert

Wagner natal(3) / = Robert Wagner natal(3) 
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Robert Wagner secondary  converse(4)/ = Natalie Wood secondary converse(2)

/ = Robert Wagner natal(3)/
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Robert Wagner minor(4) = Robert Wagner minor(4) = Robert Wagner natal(3)

 = Natalie Wood minor(2)/ = Natalie Wood minor(2)
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Homicide Victim 1178
23 February 1942 at 06:03 (= 06:03 AM )Nederland TX, USA, 29n59, 94w00
American homicide victim whose wife shot him in the abdomen with a shotgun on 2/27/1977
9:45 PM CST, Beaumont, TX.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Research:Homicide_Victim_1178
Homicide 1177
26 September 1939 at 04:00 (= 04:00 AM )Houston TX, USA, 29n46, 95w22
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Research:Homicide_1177

victim secondary(2)/ = murderer natal(3) = murderer secondary(4)
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victim secondary converse(2) / = murderer natal(3)
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victim tertiary converse(2) = victim tertiary converse (2) = victim tertiary converse

(2) = murderer natal (3) /= murderer tertiary converse(4) /
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victim tertiary(2) / = murderer natal (3) /
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victim tertiaryconverse(2)  = murderer tertiary converse (4)  = victim natal  (1)

/
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Homicide Victim 1182
16 November 1912 at 05:30 (= 05:30 AM ) 29n45, 95w23(Houston TX)
American homicide victim who was shot five times in the head and chest by her jealous
husband at her mom's home where she had taken refuge on 9/13/1947, 9:30 AM PST, Los
Angeles, CA. The husband then turned the gun on himself; he died later that day.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Research:Homicide_Victim_1182
Homicide 1181
12 November 1906 at 21:30 (= 9:30 PM )Houston TX, USA, 31n11, 96w40
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Research:Homicide_1181

victim tertiary converse (2) /= murderer natal (3)  = murderer tertiay converse

(4) 
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murderer lunar(4)  = murderer Lunar(4)  = victrim Lunar (2) /
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murderer secondary (4) / = murderer natal (3)  = victim secondary (2) 
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Homicide Victim 11241
13 May 1949 at 18:00 (= 6:00 PM )Los Angeles CA, USA, 34n04, 118w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Research:Homicide_Victim_11241

American homicide victim shot in the face by her husband on 3/20/1976, Encino, CA, 7:39 PM 
PST.

Homicide Gun 10919

8 April 1948 at 03:10 (= 03:10 AM )Los Angeles CA, USA, 34n04, 118w15

http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Research:Homicide_Gun_10919

murderer  solar(4) = murderer solar(4) /= victim solar(2) /
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murderer progressed lunar(4) / = victim natal(1) 
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murderer natal (3) = victim tertiary(2) /
murderer tertiary(4) =victim tertiary(2) 
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murderer minor converse (4) /= victim natal(1) 
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Damon, Carol
17 November 1969 at 15:19 (= 3:19 PM )Groton CT, USA, 41n21, 72w04
American homicide victim killed by her husband, Michael, during the early morning hours of
9/23/1990, Fort Collins, CO.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Damon,_Carol

Damon, Michael
15 November 1968 at 20:57 (= 8:57 PM ) Pierre SD, USA, 44n22, 100w21
American homicide; he killed his wife during the early morning hours of 9/23/1990, Fort
Collins, CO.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Damon,_Michael

victim lunar (2)  = murderer lunar(4) /= murderer lunar(4)  =;

victim natal (1) = murderer natal(3) /
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victim lunar (2) /= murderer natal(3) = murderer natal(3) 
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victim progressed lunar return(2) /= murderer progressed lunar return (4)

/
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Tate, Sharon
24 January 1943 at 17:47 (= 5:47 PM )Dallas, Texas, 32n47, 96w48
Death by Homicide 9 August 1969 at 12:05 AM in Los Angeles
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Tate,_Sharon

Watson, Charles “Tex”
2 December 1945 at 21:05 (= 9:05 PM )Dallas, Texas, 32n47, 96w48
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Watson,_Charles_%22Tex%22

murderer progressed lunar return (4) / = victim natal AC(1)
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murderer lunar return (4) / = victim lunar return (2) /
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murderer solar (4) / = victim solar (2) / = murderer solar (4) AC =

murderer solar (4)  = murderer natal (3) 

Simpson, Donald
11 December 1945 at 00:27 (= 12:27 AM )Pekin IL, USA, 40n34, 89w38 
American homicide victim, an identical twin and case of mistaken identity. As he left a tavern 
in Pekin, Thomas Cross and Robert Hilst ambushed him, inflicted mortal injury by kicking him 
with their cowboy boots, 4/04/1974, c. 10:00 PM CDT
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Simpson,_Donald

Cross, Thomas
17 August 1955 at 18:37 (= 6:37 PM )Pekin IL, USA, 40n35, 89w38
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Cross,_Thomas 
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murderer lunar (4) / = victim lunar (2) /
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Abbott, Jennifer
28 February 1971 at 05:59 (= 05:59 AM )Ware MA, USA, 42n15, 72w14
American homicide victim, allegedly poisoned by her husband Dale on  8 March
1997http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Abbott,_Jennifer
Abbott, Dale
7 October 1965 at 23:06 (= 11:06 PM ) Worcester MA, USA, 42n15, 71w48
American homicide suspect, accused of poisoning his wife Jennifer on 3/08/1997 when she
died of methanol poisoning at a party hosted by Dale's brother in Hubbardston.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Abbott,_Dale

victim natal (1)  = murderer natal (3) /= murderer secondary

converse (4) /
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victim secondary(2)  = murderer natal(3) /= murderer secondary (4) 

victim natal (1) = victim natal (1)  = murderer secondary (4) / =victim secondary(2) 
= murderer natal(3)  ;
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victim progressed lunar(2)  = murderer natal (3) /
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murderer tertiary converse (4) / = victim natal (1) = victim natal (1)



murderer tertiary converse (4)  = victim natal (1) 

murderer tertiary converse (4)  = murderer natal (3)= victim tertiary converse (2)  ;
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Le Roux, Agnès
14 September 1948 at 00:55 (= 12:55 AM )Neuilly sur Seine, France, 48n53, 2e16
French murder victim, whereabouts unknown since 26 October 1977. She was the heir to the
luxury 'Palais de la Méditerranée' hotel complex in Nice. Her lawyer, Jean-Maurice Agnelet,
was convicted on 11 April 2014 of her murder. The case made headlines for thirty years and
still retains an element of mystery.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Le_Roux,_Agn%C3%A8s
Agnelet, Maurice
10 February 1938 at 00:50 (= 12:50 AM )Monaco, Monaco, 43n42, 7e23
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Agnelet,_Maurice

victim lunar(2) = victim lunar(2)/ = murderer lunar(4) = murderer

natal(3)/=   victim natal(1) 
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murderer progressed lunar return(4)  = murderer progressed lunar return (4) =

victim natal(1)/ = victim natal(1)
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victim progressed lunar(2)= victim progressed lunar(2) = victim natal(1)/ =

murderer natal(3)/
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victim secondary(2)/= murderer secondary(4);

victim natal(1) AC = murderer secondary(4)
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converse(4) AC/;victim secondary converse(2) = murderer natal(3);
murderer secondary converse(4)/= victim natal(1)/ = victim natal(1)

Alexander, Travis
28 July 1977 at 00:01 (= 12:01 AM )Riverside, California, 33n57, 117w24
American murder victim, killed at his home in Mesa, Arizona.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Alexander,_Travis
Arias, Jodi
9 July 1980 at 01:52 (= 01:52 AM )Salinas, California, 36n41, 121w39
American homicide perpetrator who killed her boyfriend Travis Alexander on 4 June 2008 at
his home in Mesa, Arizona.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Arias,_Jodi

victim natal(1) AC = murderer secondary converse(4)/ = murderer secondary
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victim natal(1)/= victim natal(1) = murderer secondary (4);

victim natal (1) MC = murderer secondary (4) = murderer secondary (4) =

murderer secondary (4);

victim natal (1) = murderer secondary (4)
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Lennon, John
9 October 1940 at 6:50 (= 6:50 AM )Liverpool, England, 53n25, 2w55
homicide perpetrator relationship with Chapman, Mark David
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Lennon,_John
Chapman, Mark David
10 May 1955 at 19:30 (= 7:30 PM )Fort Worth, Texas, 32n44, 97w19
Homicide Perpetration 8 December 1980 at 10:50 PM in Manhattan, NY (Shot John Lennon)

victim secondary converse(2)/= murderer secondary converse(4)/

victim secondary converse(2)= murderer secondary converse(4)
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victim tertiary(2)/= murderer tertiary(4)/= murderer tertiary(4) =victim 

natal(1)

It also proves John Lennon's birth time is 06:50 AM,because Lennon`s  / and 

 involved
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murderer minor(4)/= victim minor(2)= victim minor(2);

murderer minor(4) = victim natal(1) MC;

murderer minor(4) = victim minor(2) = victim natal(1) / = victim natal(1) 
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murderer lunar(4)/= victim natal(1) = victim lunar(2) = victim lunar(2)
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murderer natal(3)/= victim lunar(2)/
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murderer solar(4)/= victim solar(2) = victim solar(2)/= victim natal(1)

MC = victim natal(1)/
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Benton, Mark R.
25 July 1969 at 00:01 (= 12:01 AM )Stoughton, Massachusetts, 42n08, 71w06
on 7/03/1992 at 00:15 AM, he was walking home from a date when Bernard Bettle, 43, an
unemployed auto mechanic, opened fire with a rifle. He was fatally wounded by three or four
shots.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Benton,_Mark_R.
Bettle, Bernard
3 April 1949 at 08:17 (= 08:17 AM )Brockton, Massachusetts, 42n05, 71w01
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Bettle,_Bernard

murderer secondary(4)/= murderer natal(3)= murderer secondary(4)=

victim secondary(2) = victim secondary(2)
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Biancardi, Marcia
16 July 1973 at 03:12 (= 03:12 AM )Boston MA, USA, 42n22, 71w04
American homicide victim who was shot and killed by her manic-depressive mom as she
slept on 2/14/1990.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Biancardi,_Marcia

Biancardi, Susan
25 May 1948 at 23:33 (= 11:33 PM )Boston MA, USA, 42n22, 71w04
American manic-depressive mother, she shot her sleeping 16-year-old daughter Marcia to
death on 2/14/1990
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Biancardi,_Susan

murderer lunar(4)= victim lunar(2)/
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Andrews, Theresa
15 April 1977 at 11:24 (= 11:24 AM )Ravenna, Ohio, 41n09, 81w15
American homicide victim; nine months pregnant when she was shot and disemboweled in a
primitive C-section by a neighbor, Michelle Bica, who wanted her baby.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Andrews,_Theresa

Bica, Michelle
13 February 1961 at 14:22 (= 2:22 PM )Ravenna, Ohio, 41n09, 81w15
American homicide, an unbalanced woman who murdered a neighbor on 9/27/2000 to take
her baby and declare it as her own.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Bica,_Michelle

murderer solar(4)/= murderer solar(4)= victim natal(1)
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victim solar(2)/= murderer natal(3)
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victim secondary converse(2)/= murderer natal(3)
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victim natal(1)/= murderer secondary converse(4)
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Perrot, Jacques
14 April 1946 at 18:10 (= 6:10 PM )Paris, France, 48n52, 2e20
French attorney and homicide victim.Jacques was found murdered outside of his residence in
Paris on 12/27/1985 at 8:20 PM MET, Marie was the prime suspect.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Perrot,_Jacques

Boutboul, Marie
10 June 1924 at 18:45 (= 6:45 PM )Orleans, France, 47n55, 1e54
Marie was sentenced to 15 years in jail
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Boutboul,_Marie

victim natal(1)/= murderer secondary(4)
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victim natal(1)/ = victim secondary(2)/= victim secondary(2)=

victim secondary(2)/ = murderer natal(3) /= murderer natal(3) AC=

murderer secondary(4) = murderer secondary(4) /
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victim natal(1) = murderer secondary(4)/= murderer secondary(4)
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Flynn, Corinne
28 February 1958 at 06:32 (= 06:32 AM )Winthrop, Massachusetts, 42n23, 70w59
American homicide victim, raped and stabbed to death on 8/27/1991, Hyde Park, MA by a
family friend, Gerald Craffey.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Flynn,_Corinne

Craffey, Gerald
24 October 1966 at 23:30 (= 11:30 PM )Boston MA, USA, 42n21, 71w03
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Craffey,_Gerald

victim natal(1) AC/ = murderer secondary(4)/= murderer natal(3)/=

murderer secondary converse (4) AC
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victim secondary converse(2)/= murderer secondary converse(4)
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victim natal(1)/ = victim secondary (2) = murderer secondary(4)  =

murderer secondary(4) 
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Dostie, Eric
28 March 1989 at 18:56 (= 6:56 PM )Northampton, Massachusetts, 42n20, 72w39 American 
homicide victim, killed by his step-mom in 27 August 1994, Easthampton, MA.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Dostie,_Eric
Dostie, Sandra
28 June 1967 at 17:44 (= 5:44 PM )Holyoke, Massachusetts, 42n12, 72w37 American 
homicide; the murderer of her five-year-old stepson.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Dostie,_Sandra

murderer secondary converse(4)= murderer secondary converse(4)= murderer

secondary converse(4)=murderer natal(3) = victim secondary converse(2)/
= victim secondary converse(2) = victim natal(1)/
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murderer secondary converse(4)/= victim secondary converse(2);
murderer natal(3)= victim secondary converse(2)/
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murderer solar(4)/= victim natal(1)/
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Ferro, Emanuela
7 February 1982 at 12:45 (= 12:45 PM )Pinerolo, Italy, 44n53, 7e21
Italian student in a private school. Her married teacher, Grant Dunn, fell in love with her, in
spite of the fact that she was married and she did not encourage him. In jealousy and
frustration, he shot her to death on 5/18/2001 and then shot himself.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Ferro,_Emanuela
Dunn, Grant
16 April 1963 at 01:10 (= 01:10 AM )Argyll, Scotland, 56n24, 5w27
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Dunn,_Grant

murderer natal(3)/= victim progressed lunar return (2)/ = victim

progressed lunar return (2) = victim natal(1)
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murderer solar(4)= victim solar (2)/ = murderer natal(3)
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murderer secondary converse(4) = murderer secondary converse (4)= murderer

natal(3)/ = murderer secondary converse (4) = victim secondary converse

(2) = victim natal (1)  = murderer natal(3)/
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Federici, Bernadette
9 April 1952 at 16:36 (= 4:36 PM )Boston MA, USA, 42n21, 71w03
American homicide victim, murdered about 9:00 PM on 10/26/1991, Medford, MA by her
husband Edmund.
Federici, Edmund
22 November 1943 at 00:37 (= 12:37 AM )Boston MA, USA, 42n21, 71w03
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Federici,_Edmund

victim secondary (2)
victim natal(1)/ = murderer secondary (4) = murderer natal (3) =
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victim secondary(2)/ = murderer secondary (4) = victim secondary (2)
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victim secondary(2) = murderer secondary (4)/ = victim natal(1) MC
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victim secondary converse(2) = victim secondary converse(2) = murderer

secondary converse(4)/
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Fitzgerald, Amy
12 November 1962 at 04:17 (= 04:17 AM )Boston, Massachusetts, 42n22, 71w04
American homicide victim, murdered on 5/11/1993 by her estranged husband.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Fitzgerald,_Amy
Fitzgerald, Gregory
26 May 1957 at 03:55 (= 03:55 AM )Newton MA, USA, 42n20, 71w12
American homicide; found guilty of killing his wife in Shelburne, VT.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Fitzgerald,_Gregory

morderer secondary(4) = victim secondary (2)/
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victim secondary(2) = murderer secondary (4)/
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Simpson, Donald
11 December 1945 at 00:27 (= 12:27 AM )Pekin IL, USA, 40n34, 89w38
American homicide victim, an identical twin and case of mistaken identity. As he left a tavern
in Pekin, Thomas Cross and Robert Hilst ambushed him, inflicted mortal injury by kicking him
with their cowboy boots, 4/04/1974, c. 10:00 PM CDT
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Simpson,_Donald
Hilst, Robert
9 January 1957 at 05:25 (= 05:25 AM )Pekin IL, USA, 40n35, 89w38
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hilst,_Robert

victim natal(1) = murderer solar (4)/ = murderer solar(4) AC
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victim solar(2)/ = murderer solar (4) = murderer solar (4)
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Mullin, Jennifer
9 June 1975 at 19:46 (= 7:46 PM )Boston MA, USA, 42n21, 71w03
American homicide victim, she was raped and then strangled to death on January 30, 1993
in Rockland, MA
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Mullin,_Jennifer
Jewett, William Jr.
1 July 1973 at 12:02 (= 12:02 PM )Quincy MA, USA, 42n15, 71w00
American accused of sexual assault and murder. He was seen leaving a party in the early
hours of January 30, 1993 with Jennifer Mullin who was later found raped and then strangled
to death in Rockland, MA
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Jewett,_William_Jr.

victim minor(2) = murderer minor (4)/ = victim minor(2) 
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victim secondary(2)/ = murderer secondary (4)/
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Martel, Garrett Thomas
3 October 1994 at 06:22 (= 06:22 AM )Leominster, Massachusetts, 42n32, 71w46
American homicide victim, killed by his father. At about 4:08 PM on January 16, 2004 in
Leominster, MA.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Martel,_Garrett_Thomas
Martel, Brian
25 December 1960 at 02:50 (= 02:50 AM )Boston, Massachusetts, 42n22, 71w04
American who killed one son and seriously wounded another.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Martel,_Brian

victim secondary(2) = victim secondary (2)= victim natal (1) MC= murderer

secondary (4)/
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victim solar(2)/ = murderer natal(3) = murderer solar(4)
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victim tertiary(2) = victim natal(1) = murderer tertiary(4) = murderer

tertiary(4)
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victim tertiary(2)/ = victim natal(1) = murderer tertiary(4)  =

murderer tertiary(4)/
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Perrais, Laëtitia
4 May 1993 at 11:16 (= 11:16 AM )Nantes, France, 47n13, 1w33
French young girl, daughter of Franck Perrais, victim of Tony Meilhon
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Perrais,_La%C3%ABtitia
Meilhon, Tony
14 August 1979 at 04:45 (= 04:45 AM )Nantes, France, 47n13, 1w33
Homicide Perpetration 19 January 2011 at 01:00 AM
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Meilhon,_Tony

victim solar(2)/ = victim natal(1)/ = murderer solar(4) / =

murderer solar(4) 
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victim natal(1)/ = murderer tertiary(4) /
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victim natal(1)/ = murderer secondary(4)  = murderer natal(3) 
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murderer minor(4) /= victim natal(1) ;
murderer minor(4)  = victim minor(2)/ ;
murderer minor(4) = murderer natal(3)/
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 = murderer natal(3)  = murderer tertiary(4)/

Downing, Janet
24 April 1953 at 14:22 (= 2:22 PM )Somerville, Massachusetts, 42n23, 71w06
American homicide victim, stabbed over 70 times on 7/23/1995, 9:00 PM, Somerville, MA.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Downing,_Janet
O'Brian, Eddie Jr.
28 January 1980 at 22:53 (= 10:53 PM )Winchester, Massachusetts, 42n27, 71w08
American homicide, convicted of first-degree murder of the stabbing of his 42-year-old
neighbor.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/O%27Brian,_Eddie_Jr.

victim natal(1)/ = victim natal(1) = victim tertiary(2) = victim tertiary(2)
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murderer secondary(4)/ = murderer secondary(4) = victim secondary(2)
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victim natal(1)/ = murderer secondary converse(4) = murderer secondary

converse(4);
victim secondary converse(2)= murderer secondary converse(4)/
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Bakley, Bonny Lee
7 June 1956 at 22:40 (= 10:40 PM )Morristown (Morris County), New Jersey, 40n48, 74w29
American newsfigure and homicide victim, the wife of actor Robert Blake, shot to death on
5/04/2001,at 9:35-9:40 PM Studio City, CA.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Bakley,_Bonny_Lee
Blake, Robert
18 September 1933 at 08:30 (= 08:30 AM )Nutley, New Jersey, 40n49, 74w10
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Blake,_Robert

murderer tertiary(4)/ = murderer tertiary(4)= murderer natal(3)

= victim natal(1)/ = victim natal(1) AC
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murderer minor(4)/ = murderer natal(3)= victim minor(2)
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murderer secondary converse(4)/ = victim natal(1);
murderer secondary converse(4) = victim natal(1)/
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Brunolt, Matthew
12 July 1988 at 23:25 (= 11:25 PM )Anaheim, California, 33n50, 117w55
American homicide victim, found shot to death execution style along with his brother Martin
Jr. and his mother, Gracie.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Brunolt,_Matthew
Brunolt, Martin Lewis
23 May 1949 at 20:30 (= 8:30 PM )South Gate, California, 33n57, 118w13
American homicide perpetrator; arraigned for triple murder 39 days after his wife and two
sons were found dead.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Brunolt,_Martin_Lewis

murderer solar(4)/ = murderer solar(4)/= murderer solar(4) =

murderer natal(3)/ = victim natal(1) = victim natal(1)/= victim 

natal(1)/
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murderer minor(4)/ = victim minor(2)/;

murderer minor(4) = victim minor(2);

murderer minor(4)/ = victim minor(2)/= victim natal(1)/=

murderer natal(3)/= victim natal(1)= victim natal(1)
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murderer minorconverse(4)/ = murderer minor converse(4)= victim natal(1)

/
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Brunolt, Martin L.
23 September 1984 at 09:20 (= 09:20 AM )Anaheim, California, 33n50, 117w55 American homicide 
victim, found shot to death execution style along with his brother Matthew and his mother, Gracie.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Brunolt,_Martin_L.

murderer secondary converse(4)/ = victim natal(1) = victim secondaryconverse(2)

;murderer natal(3)/ = murderer natal(3)/= murderer secondary converse(4)

= murderer secondary converse(4) = victim secondaryconverse(2)=victim natal(1)
MC natal(1)MC
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Carlton, Terry
7 February 1958 at 01:30 (= 01:30 AM )Ponca City OK, USA, 36n42, 97w05
April went upstairs, got Terry's gun, returned to the basement and shot Terry in the neck
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Carlton,_Terry
Wilkins, April Rose
25 April 1970 at 14:17 (= 2:17 PM )Tulsa, Oklahoma, 36n09, 96w0
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Wilkins,_April_Rose

murderer lunar(4)/ = victim natal(1)
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murderer secondary(4)/ = victim secondary(2)/
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murderer secondary(4) = murderer secondary(4) = victim natal(1)/
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Clydesdale, Victoria Elizabeth
16 May 1990 at 17:08 (= 5:08 PM )Stirling, Scotland, 56n07, 3w57
Scottish child murder victim in the Dunblane school massacre. She was shot and killed along
with 15 others by Thomas Watt Hamilton, who then killed himself.
Killed on 13 March 1996 between 9:32/9:35 am.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Clydesdale,_Victoria_Elizabeth
Hamilton, Thomas
10 May 1952 at 08:50 (= 08:50 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hamilton,_Thomas

murderer tertiary(4) = murderer tertiary(4) = victim tertiary(2) = victim

tertiary(2) = murderer natal(3) = murderer natal(3)/ = victim natal(1)

/AC
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Crozier, Emma Elizabeth
6 April 1990 at 15:31 (= 3:31 PM )Stirling, Scotland, 56n07, 3w57
Scottish child murder victim in the Dunblane school massacre. She was shot and killed along
with 15 others by Thomas Watt Hamilton, who then killed himself.
Killed on 13 March 1996 between 9:32/9:35 am.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Crozier,_Emma_Elizabeth
Hamilton, Thomas
10 May 1952 at 08:50 (= 08:50 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hamilton,_Thomas

murderer tertiary (4)/ = murderer tertiary(4) = murderer tertiary(4) = murderer natal (3)/ =

 victim tertiary(2) = victim natal (1) MC/AC = victim natal (1)/AC ;

murderer tertiary (4) = victim natal (1); murderer tertiary (4) = victim tertiary (2)
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Currie, Melissa Helen
11 January 1991 at 10:51 (= 10:51 AM )Edinburgh, Scotland, 55n57, 3w13
Scottish child murder victim in the Dunblane school massacre. She was shot and killed along
with 15 others by Thomas Watt Hamilton, who then killed himself.
Killed on 13 March 1996 between 9:32/9:35 am.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Currie,_Melissa_Helen
Hamilton, Thomas
10 May 1952 at 08:50 (= 08:50 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hamilton,_Thomas

murderer secondary(4)/ =  victim natal (1)
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murderer secondary converse(4)/ = murderer secondary converse(4) = victim

natal (1)
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Hasell, Kevin Allan
23 October 1990 at 12:00 (= 12:00 noon )Stirling, Scotland, 56n07, 3w57
Scottish child murder victim in the Dunblane school massacre. he was shot and killed along
with 15 others by Thomas Watt Hamilton, who then killed himself.
Killed on 13 March 1996 between 9:32/9:35 am.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hasell,_Kevin_Allan
Hamilton, Thomas
10 May 1952 at 08:50 (= 08:50 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hamilton,_Thomas

murderer secondary (4)/ = victim natal(1)/;
murderer secondary (4) = victim secondary(2)/
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Irvine, Ross
20 August 1990 at 18:21 (= 6:21 PM ) Ayr, Scotland, 55n28, 4w38
Scottish child murder victim in the Dunblane school massacre. She was shot and killed along
with 15 others by Thomas Watt Hamilton, who then killed himself.
Killed on 13 March 1996 between 9:32/9:35 am.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Irvine,_Ross
Hamilton, Thomas
10 May 1952 at 08:50 (= 08:50 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hamilton,_Thomas

victim secondary (2)/ = murderer natal(3);
murderer secondary (4)/ = victim secondary(2)
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Kerr, David
28 November 1990 at 19:52 (= 7:52 PM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
Scottish child murder victim in the Dunblane school massacre. he was shot and killed along
with 15 others by Thomas Watt Hamilton, who then killed himself.
Killed on 13 March 1996 between 9:32/9:35 am.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Kerr,_David
Hamilton, Thomas
10 May 1952 at 08:50 (= 08:50 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hamilton,_Thomas

victim secondary (2)/ = murderer secondary (4)
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MacBeath, Mhairi Isabel
5 November 1990 at 10:44 (= 10:44 AM )Stirling, Scotland, 56n07, 3w57
Scottish child murder victim in the Dunblane school massacre. She was shot and killed along
with 15 others by Thomas Watt Hamilton, who then killed himself.
Killed on 13 March 1996 between 9:32/9:35 am.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/MacBeath,_Mhairi_Isabel
Hamilton, Thomas
10 May 1952 at 08:50 (= 08:50 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hamilton,_Thomas

victim tertiary converse(2)/ =murderer natal(3)/ =murderer natal(3)
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McKinnon, Brett
17 January 1990 at 20:43 (= 8:43 PM ) Falkirk, Scotland, 56n0, 3w48
Scottish child murder victim in the Dunblane school massacre. he was shot and killed along
with 15 others by Thomas Watt Hamilton, who then killed himself.
Killed on 13 March 1996 between 9:32/9:35 am.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/McKinnon,_Brett
Hamilton, Thomas
10 May 1952 at 08:50 (= 08:50 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hamilton,_Thomas

murderer tertiary(4) = murderer tertiary(4) =murderer natal(3)/ =

murderer natal(3) = victim natal(1)/ = victim tertiary(2)= victim

tertiary(2)= murderer tertiary(4)/
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Morton, Emily
21 June 1990 at 18:45 (= 6:45 PM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
Scottish child murder victim in the Dunblane school massacre. She was shot and killed along
with 15 others by Thomas Watt Hamilton, who then killed himself.
Killed on 13 March 1996 between 9:32/9:35 am.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Morton,_Emily
Hamilton, Thomas
10 May 1952 at 08:50 (= 08:50 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hamilton,_Thomas

tertiary(2) = victim natal(1)/ = victim natal(1) AC = murderer natal(3)/;
murderer tertiary(4) = murderer tertiary(4) =murderer natal(3) = victim

murderer tertiary(4) = victim tertiary(2) = victim natal(1) 
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murderer secondary(4)/= victim secondary (2) = victim natal(1)
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murderer secondary converse(4)/ = murderer secondary converse(4) =

victim natal(1)
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North, Sophie Jane Lockwood
2 October 1990 at 14:41 (= 2:41 PM )Stirling, Scotland, 56n07, 3w57
Scottish child murder victim in the Dunblane school massacre. She was shot and killed along
with 15 others by Thomas Watt Hamilton, who then killed himself.
Killed on 13 March 1996 between 9:32/9:35 am.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/North,_Sophie_Jane_Lockwood
Hamilton, Thomas
10 May 1952 at 08:50 (= 08:50 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hamilton,_Thomas

murderer secondary  (4)/ = victim natal(1)/ = victim natal(1)
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Petrie, John
19 December 1990 at 10:22 (= 10:22 AM )Stirling, Scotland, 56n07, 3w57
Scottish child murder victim in the Dunblane school massacre. he was shot and killed along
with 15 others by Thomas Watt Hamilton, who then killed himself.
Killed on 13 March 1996 between 9:32/9:35 am.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Petrie,_John
Hamilton, Thomas
10 May 1952 at 08:50 (= 08:50 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hamilton,_Thomas

murderer secondary (4) = victim natal(1)/
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Ross, Joanna Caroline
28 May 1990 at 16:50 (= 4:50 PM )Oban, Scotland, 56n25, 5w29
Scottish child murder victim in the Dunblane school massacre. She was shot and killed along
with 15 others by Thomas Watt Hamilton, who then killed himself.
Killed on 13 March 1996 between 9:32/9:35 am.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Ross,_Joanna_Caroline
Hamilton, Thomas
10 May 1952 at 08:50 (= 08:50 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hamilton,_Thomas

murderer minor converse(4) = victim minor converse(2)/
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Scott, Hannah Louise
28 November 1990 at 22:07 (= 10:07 PM )Stirling, Scotland, 56n07, 3w57
Scottish child murder victim in the Dunblane school massacre. She was shot and killed along
with 15 others by Thomas Watt Hamilton, who then killed himself.
Killed on 13 March 1996 between 9:32/9:35 am.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Scott,_Hannah_Louise
Hamilton, Thomas
10 May 1952 at 08:50 (= 08:50 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hamilton,_Thomas

murderer secondary(4)MC = victim natal(1)/
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Turner, Megan
10 November 1990 at 14:07 (= 2:07 PM )Stirling, Scotland, 56n07, 3w57
Scottish child murder victim in the Dunblane school massacre. She was shot and killed along
with 15 others by Thomas Watt Hamilton, who then killed himself.
Killed on 13 March 1996 between 9:32/9:35 am.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Turner,_Megan
Hamilton, Thomas
10 May 1952 at 08:50 (= 08:50 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hamilton,_Thomas

murderer secondary(4)MC = victim natal(1)= victim natal(1)
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Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
27 January 1756 at 20:00 (= 8:00 PM )Salzburg, Austria, 47n48, 13e02
Death by Disease 5 December 1791 at 01:00 AM in Wien
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Mozart
Salieri, Antonio
18 August 1750 at 22:00 (= 10:00 PM )Legnago, Italy, 45n11, 11e18
The rivalry between Salieri and Mozart is chronicled in Aleksandr Pushkin's play "Mozart and
Salieri," Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov's opera "Mozart et Salieri "and Peter Shaffer's play
"Amadeus," later made into a film. However most historians and music scholars feel that
their rivalry, if existent at all, may have been exaggerated and fictionalized. If Salieri indeed
confessed to poisoning Mozart, there does not seem to be any evidence or historical fact
supporting the homicide.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Salieri,_Antonio

Harmonic 4
murderer tertiary(4) = murderer tertiary(4) = murderer natal(3)= victim

natal(1)/ = victim tertiary(2)/ ;
murderer tertiary(4) = victim tertiary(2) ; murderer tertiary(4)= victim

natal(1) ;

murderer tertiary(4) = murderer tertiary(4) = victim

tertiary(1) = victim tertiary(2) = victim natal(1)
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murderer natal(3)/ = victim minor(2) ;
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murderer minor(4)= victim natal (1)/ = victim natal(2)/= murderer

minor(4)/ = victim minor(2);
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murderer secondary(4)= murderer natal(3)= victim secondary(2) ;

victim secondary(2)/ = murderer natal(3)/
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murderer secondary converse(4) = victim natal(1)/ = victim natal(1)/

= murderer natal(3) = murderer ssecondary converse(4)
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murderer solar(4)/ = victim natal(1)/
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murderer progressed lunar return(4) = murderer progressed lunar return(4)/ =

victim progressed lunar return(2)/ ;

victim progressed lunar return(2) = murderer natal (3)/
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Sheppard, Marilyn

14 April 1923 at 09:00 (= 09:00 AM )Cleveland OH, USA, 41n30, 81w42

American homicide victim beaten to death 7/04/1954 in her own bed while her husband,
Sam, was napping downstairs. Her husband was indicted in a hasty trial that was later
reopened to find him innocent after 12 years.They married while Sam was in medical school
and Marilyn worked as he finished school, then helped in his office. As she nearly died in the
birth of their one son, 5/18/1947 , Sheppard was frightened of sex. However their marriage
was stable with family and community involvements.

Sheppard's body and her unborn fetus were exhumed 10/05/1999 in an attempt to get clean
DNA profiles for the defense trial brought by son, Sam, Jr., in hopes of clearing his fathers
name of guilt, a stronger legal exoneration than the not-guilty verdict he won at his criminal
trial in 1966. Sam Jr., will collect $2 million in damages if he wins.

http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Sheppard,_Marilyn

Suspect-1

Sheppard, Sam

29 December 1923 at 05:30 (= 05:30 AM )Cleveland OH, USA, 41n30, 81w42

American physician who was accused of murdering his wife in her own bed on 7/04/1954.by
beating her with 27 blows to the head

He was found guilty in a hasty trial and served 12 years in prison. The case was then
reopened, and he was exonerated. After he returned to medicine without success, Sheppard
became a professional wrestler. He subsequently wrote an autobiography, "Endure and
Conquer" and struggled with drugs and alcohol.

http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Sheppard,_Sam

Suspect-2

Eberling, Richard

8 December 1929 at 20:30 (= 8:30 PM )Cleveland, Ohio, 41n30, 81w42

American homicide, suspected after 30 years to be the killer of Marilyn Sheppard.

http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Eberling,_Richard
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Suspect-1

Sheppard, Sam

Sam secondary(4)/ = Sam secondary(4) = Marilyn natal(1)/ =

Marilyn natal(1)/(fetus) = Sam secondary(4)(wife) = Sam natal(1)(child)

= Marilyn natal(1) AC

Harmonic 8
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Marilyn secondary(2) = Sam natal(3) = Marilyn natal(1) = Marilyn natal(1)

MC = Marilyn natal(1) AC/
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Sam secondary(4)/ = Sam secondary(4)/ = Sam secondary(4) =

Marilyn natal(1) AC
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Sam secondary converse(4) = Marilyn natal(1) AC = Marilyn secondary converse(4)

 = Sam natal(3)/
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Sam secondary converse(4)/ = Sam natal(3)/ = Sam secondary

converse(4)/= Marilyn secondary converse(2)/ = Marilyn natal(1);
Sam secondary converse(4) = Marilyn natal(1);
Sam secondary converse(4) = Marilyn natal(1)
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Marilyn tertiary(2)/ = Sam natal(3)/ = Marilyn tertiary(2);
Marilyn tertiary(2) = Sam natal(3) = Sam natal(3);
Sam tertiary(4) = Marilyn natal(1);
Sam tertiary(4) = Marilyn natal(1)
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Sam tertiary(4) = Marilyn natal(1)/
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Sam tertiary converse(4)/ = Sam tertiary converse(4)/ = Sam natal(3)

 = Sam natal(3)= Marilyn tertiary converse(2) = Marilyn tertiary converse(2)

/ = Marilyn tertiary converse(2)
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Marilyn minor(2)/ = Sam natal(3)/
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Sam minor(4)/ = Marilyn natal(1) AC
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Sam minor converse(4) = Sam natal(3)/ = Sam natal(3)= Marilyn natal(1) AC
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Suspect-2

Eberling, Richard

Marilyn natal(1)/

Except secondary no planet or planetary pictures of Richard Eberling
involved
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Marilyn secondary(2)/

no planet or planetary pictures of Richard Eberling involved
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Richard Eberling secondary(4)/

no planet or planetary pictures of Marilyn involved
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Marilyn natal(1)/

secondary converse no planet or planetary pictures of Richard Eberling involved
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Marilyn secondary converse(2)/ = Richard Eberling secondary converse(4)/
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Richard Eberling secondary converse(4)/

no planet or planetary pictures of Marilyn involved
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Marilyn natal(1)/

tertiary no planet or planetary pictures of Richard Eberling involved
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Marilyn tertiary(2)/

tertiary no planet or planetary pictures of Richard Eberling involved
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Richard Eberling tertiary(4)/

no planet or planetary pictures of Marilyn involved
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Moro, Aldo
23 September 1916 at 09:00 (= 09:00 AM )Maglie, Italy, 40n07, 18e19
Moro was murdered on 5/09/1978
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Moro,_Aldo
Gallinari, Prospero
1 January 1951 at 17:40 (= 5:40 PM )Reggio nell'Emilia, Italy, 44n43, 10e36
he killed ex-premier Aldo Moro 5/09/1978 six weeks after kidnapping him.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Gallinari,_Prospero

murderer secondary converse(4)/ = victim secondary converse(2)/ =

victim natal(1)/ = murderer natal(3)/ = victim natal(1)
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murderer tertiary(4) = victim natal(1)
Harmonic 64

Ramsey, JonBenet
6 August 1990 at 01:36 (= 01:36 AM )Atlanta, Georgia (US), 33n45, 84w23
American homicide victim, one of the most famous and frustrating cases of the '90s.On
Christmas night,25-26 December1996, she went to bed cheerfully. Sometime before dawn,
JonBenét was killed.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Ramsey,_JonBenet
Ramsey, John
7 December 1943 at 00:45 (= 12:45 AM )Omaha, Nebraska, 41n16, 95w56
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Ramsey,_John

murderer tertiary(4)/ = victim tertiary(2) = victim natal(1) AC;
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murderer tertiary(4) = victim natal(1)/
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murderer natal(1)/ = victim natal(1) = victim tertiary converse(2)/
= murderer tertiary converse(4)
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murderer tertiary converse(4) = victim natal(1)/;

murderer tertiary converse(4) = murderer tertiary converse(4)/
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murderer minor(4) = victim natal(1)/ = victim minor(2);

murderer minor(4) = victim minor(1)/;

murderer minor(4) = victim natal(1) = murderer natal(1)/ = victim

minor(1)/
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murderer minor converse(4) = victim natal(1)/ ;
murderer minor converse(4) = victim minor converse(2)/= murderer natal(3)

;murderer minor converse(4) = murderer minor converse(4)/;
murderer minor converse(4) = victim minor converse(2)/; murderer minor

converse(4) = victim natal(1) = victim natal(1) MC
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murderer lunar(4)/ = murderer natal(3) = victim minor converse(2) =

= murderer natal(3) = victim natal(1)/MC ;

murderer lunar(4) = victim lunar(2) = victim natal(1)
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King, Martin Luther
15 January 1929 at 12:00 (= 12:00 noon )Atlanta, Georgia (US), 33n45, 84w23
he was shot to death at 6:01 PM EST by allegedly lone assassin James Earl Ray.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/King,_Martin_Luther
Ray, James Earl
10 March 1928 at 15:00 (= 3:00 PM )Alton, Illinois, 38n53, 90w11
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Ray,_James_Earl

murderer natal(3)/ = murderer natal(3)  = victim natal(1) 
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murderer secondary converse(3)  = victim secondary converse(2)/;
murderer secondary converse(4)  = victim natal(1)  ;
murderer secondary converse(4)  = victim secondary converse(2) 
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murderer tertiary (4)/ = victim tertiary (2) / = murderer tertiary(4) 
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murderer minor (4)/ = murderer minor(4)  = victim minor (2) / =

victim natal (1) /; victim minor (2) / = murderer natal (3) 
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Gucci, Maurizio
26 September 1948 at 01:10 (= 01:10 AM )Florence, Italy, 43n46, 11e15
On March 27, 1995, shortly after 8:30 AM, Maurizio left his apartment for the short walk to
his office. A well-dress middle-aged man shot him twice with a 7.65mm pistol. After a hasty
third shot in Maurizio’s face, the man fled.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Gucci,_Maurizio
Reggiani, Patrizia
2 December 1948 at 07:30 (= 07:30 AM )Vignola, Italy, 44n29, 11e0
Patrizia was arrested on 1/31/1997 at 5:00 AM in her 18th-century penthouse in Milan for
the murder of her ex-husband.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Reggiani,_Patrizia

murderer secondary converse (4) = murderer natal (3)  = victim secondary

converse (2) / = victim natal (1) AC
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murderer minor converse (4) = murderer minor converse (4) = murderer natal

(3) MC = victim natal (1) /; victim minor converse(2) /= murderer

natal (3) / ; murderer minor converse (4) = murderer minor converse (4)

/
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Stuart, Carol
26 March 1959 at 11:01 (= 11:01 AM )Medford, Massachusetts, 42n25, 71w06
American attorney and homicide victim, shot in the back of the head allegedly during a
robbery 10/23/1989 20:35, Boston.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Stuart,_Carol
Stuart, Charles
18 December 1959 at 05:16 (= 05:16 AM )Boston, Massachusetts, 42n22, 71w04
Shot wife in back of head
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Stuart,_Charles

murderer natal (3) / = murderer secondary (4)/ = victim natal (1) AC
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murderer secondary converse (4)  = victim natal (1)/;

murderer secondary converse (4) / = victim natal (1) MC
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murderer tertiary (4) / = victim tertiary(2)/
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Arien, Jonelle
9 August 1945 at 05:19 (= 05:19 AM )Louisville, Kentucky, 38n15, 85w46
Death by Homicide 6 July 1982 (Shot by husband)
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Arien,_Jonelle
Arien, David
7 April 1941 at 15:02 (= 3:02 PM )Louisville, Kentucky, 38n15, 85w46
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Arien,_David

murderer secondary (4) / = murderer secondary (4) / = murderer

secondary (4)  = victim secondary (2) / = victim natal (1)  = victim natal

(1)/; victim natal (1) AC = murderer natal (3)/
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Short, Elizabeth (The Black Dahlia)
29 July 1924 Hyde Park, Massachusetts, 42n15, 71w08
American homicide victim dubbed "The Black Dahlia." An aspiring actress she moved to Los
Angeles but evidently never made a film or commercial ad. On 15 January 1947 her body
was found in a vacant lot in Los Angeles.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Short,_Elizabeth
Hodel, George Hill
10 October 1907 at 14:00 (= 2:00 PM )Los Angeles, California, 34n03, 118w15
American physician, the prime suspect during the murder investigation of Elizabeth Short.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hodel,_George_Hill

murderer secondary (4)/ = murderer natal(3)/ = victim secondary (2)

/ = murderer secondary(4)
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murderer secondary converse(4)/ = murderer secondary converse(4) =

victim secondary converse(2)/ = victim secondary converse(2) ;

murderer secondary converse(4) = victim secondary converse(2)/
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murderer secondary converse(4) = murderer secondary converse(4) = victim

natal(1)/ = victim natal(1) = victim secondary converse(2)
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murderer lunar(4)/ = murderer lunar(4) = victim lunar(2) = murderer

natal (3)= victim natal (1) = victim natal (1)AC
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Carmine Pecorelli
Pecorelli was born September 14, 1928 in Sessano del Molise, a small municipality in the
province of Isernia.
Mino Pecorelli was killed in Rome's Prati district with four gunshots, on March 20, 1979.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carmine_Pecorelli
Andreotti, Giulio
14 January 1919 at 07:00 (= 07:00 AM )Rome, Italy, 41n54, 12e29
He was indicted 11/05/95 in the 1979 murder of a journalist, Mino Pecorelli, who was shot in
his car in Rome allegedly for holding compromising secrets.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Andreotti,_Giulio

murderer secondary (4)/ = victim secondary  (2) = victim secondary  (2);
murderer secondary (4) = murderer natal  (3) / = victim natal  (1) /
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murderer progressed lunar (4)/ = victim progressed lunar (2)/ =

victim natal (1)/
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Richard, Gerri Ann
1 July 1984 at 03:42 (= 03:42 AM )Boston MA, USA, 42n22, 71w04
American brutally raped and murdered 15 November 1984 at four months old. Her parents were
investigated and exonerated.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Richard,_Gerri_Ann
Richard, Ralph
29 October 1951 at 04:29 (= 04:29 AM )Salem MA, USA, 42n31, 70w53
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Richard,_Ralph

murderer secondary (4)/ = murderer natal (3)/ = victim natal (1)
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murderer tertiary (4)/ = murderer natal (3) = victim tertiary (2) = victim

natal (1)
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murderer tertiary converse(4)/ = victim  tertiary converse(2)/ =

murderer tertiary converse(4) = murderer natal (3)
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murderer minor(4) = murderer minor(4) = murderer natal(3) = victim

minor(2) = victim natal(1)/;

murderer minor(4)/ = victim minor (2)/
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murderer minor converse(4)/ = murderer minor converse(4) = victim natal(1)

/ ;

murderer minor converse(4) = victim minor converse(2)
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Calmette, Gaston
30 July 1858 at 18:00 (= 6:00 PM )Montpellier, France, 43n36, 3e53
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Calmette,_Gaston
Caillaux, Henriette
5 December 1874 at 05:00 (= 05:00 AM )Rueil Malmaison, France, 48n53, 2e11
Shortly after 6pm on 16 March 1914, she shot Calmette at the Parisian offices of Le Figaro
while Calmette was in the company of his friend, the novelist Paul Bourget.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Caillaux,_Henriette

murderer solar(4)/ = victim natal(1)
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murderer solar(4) =  murderer natal(3) = victim solar(2)/=

victim solar(2)
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murderer lunar(4) =  murderer lunar(4) = victim natal(1)/
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Del Grande, Alida
30 October 1945 at 00:30 (= 12:30 AM )Gravellona Toce, Italy, 45n55, 8e26
On 1/07/1998, 3:30 AM, Elia entered his home in Cadrezate and murdered his mother, father
and brother by gunshot.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Del_Grande,_Alida
Del Grande, Elia
9 October 1975 at 02:40 (= 02:40 AM )Varese, Italy, 45n48, 8e48
Killed mom, dad, brother
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Del_Grande,_Elia

murderer lunar(4) =  murderer natal(3)/ = victim natal(1)/= victim

lunar(2)/ = murderer natal(3)/
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murderer secondary(4) = victim natal(1)/
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Del Grande, Enea (Victim 2)
8 February 1941 at 03:00 (= 03:00 AM )Cadrezzate, Italy, 45n47, 8e38
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Del_Grande,_Enea

murderer lunar(4) = victim natal(1)/
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Deneau, Julia Ann
21 April 1988 at 12:36 (= 12:36 PM )Birmingham, Alabama, 33n31, 86w48
American homicide victim, the daughter of Kim Deneau.Judy and Julia arrived at his home
about 10:00 am; at 11:12 AM 30 September 1990 he called his attorney to say he 'd shot
them and was going to shoot himself.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Deneau,_Julia_Ann
Deneau, Herbert Kim
29 September 1953 at 17:45 (= 5:45 PM )Rockville, Tennessee, 35n36, 84w22
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Deneau,_Herbert_Kim

murderer secondary(4) = murderer secondary(4)/ = victim natal(1)

/= victim natal(1)/
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Denis, Daniel
19 December 1940 at 05:00 (= 05:00 AM )Chamalieres, France, 48n31, 2e13
French homicide victim; shot to death along with his wife Marie Ange, his daughter Sabine
and two granddaughters by his son-in-law, Sabine's husband, Stephane Bohain on
11/06/1992, 9:00 PM MET, Aubagne, France.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Denis,_Daniel
Bohain, Stephane
13 June 1960 at 15:00 (= 3:00 PM )Joinville, France, 48n27, 5e08
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Bohain,_Stephane

murderer secondary(4) = victim natal(1)/= victim natal(1)/
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Bohain, Sabine (Victim 2)
7 February 1965 at 17:15 (= 5:15 PM )Ollioules, France, 43n08, 5e51
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Bohain,_Sabine

murderer secondary(4)/ = victim natal(1) AC = victim secondary(2);
murderer secondary(4) = murderer secondary(4)/ = victim natal(1)
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Bohain, Stephanie (Victim 3)
17 February 1991 at 10:57 (= 10:57 AM )Nice, France, 43n42, 7e15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Bohain,_Stephanie

murderer solar(4)/ = victim natal(1)/
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Bohain, Jennifer (Victim 4)
22 February 1989 at 12:50 (= 12:50 PM )Nice, France, 43n42, 7e15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Bohain,_Jennifer

murderer secondary(4)/ = murderer secondary(4) = victim secondary(2)

= victim natal(1)/
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Denis, Marie Ange (Victim 5)
21 June 1940 at 09:00 (= 09:00 AM )Laval, France, 48n04, 0w46
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Denis,_Marie_Ange

murderer secondary(4) = murderer natal(3)/ = victim secondary(2)

/ = victim natal(1)/= victim natal(1)= victim natal(1)
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Driscoll, Jody
28 April 1972 at 13:15 (= 1:15 PM )Malden, Massachusetts, 42n26, 71w04
American homicide victim who was assaulted with an automobile by Edward Cherubin on
9/16/1990, c. 11:00 PM, Everett, WA.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Driscoll,_Jody
Cherubin, Edward
3 July 1969 at 13:50 (= 1:50 PM )Malden MA, USA, 42n25, 71w04
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Cherubin,_Edward

murderer solar(4)/ = murderer natal(3) = victim solar(2)/
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murderer lunar(4)/ = victim lunar(2)
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murderer lunar(4) = victim lunar(2)/
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Dunn, Pamela Nigro
12 May 1964 at 23:35 (= 11:35 PM )Medford MA, USA, 42n25, 71w07
American homicide victim, abducted by Paul Dunn, her estranged husband and the father of
the baby she was carrying, 8/15/1986. She was shot once and stabbed several times and left
at the town dump that night, Lexington, MA.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Dunn,_Pamela_Nigro
Dunn, Paul
13 March 1963 at 06:37 (= 06:37 AM )Lowell MA, USA, 42n38, 71w19
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Dunn,_Paul

murderer lunar(4)/ = victim lunar(2) / = murderer lunar(4)  =

murderer natal(3)  = murderer natal(3) 
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murderer secondary(4) = victim natal(1) /;
murderer secondary(4)  = murderer secondary(4)/ = victim secondary(2)

/;
murderer lunar(4)  = victim secondary(2) 
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Eappen, Matthew
24 May 1996 at 08:35 (= 08:35 AM )Boston, Massachusetts, 42n22, 71w04
American baby who died 2/09/1997 shortly before 11:00 AM, allegedly killed by Louise
Woodward, an English teenager who was caring for him.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Eappen,_Matthew
Woodward, Louise
24 February 1978 at 03:00 (= 03:00 AM )Elton, England, 53n16, 2w49
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Woodward,_Louise

murderer solar(4)/ = murderer natal(3)  = victim natal(1) AC
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murderer lunar(4)/ = victim lunar(2)/ = murderer lunar(4)
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Ferigo, Carole Palermo
13 August 1990 at 17:30 (= 5:30 PM )Milano, Italy, 45n28, 9e12
Italian homicide victim, at 17 months killed by her mom in Milan, 1/15/1992, 6:00 PM MET.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Ferigo,_Carole_Palermo
Ferigo, Carmen
15 November 1962 at 19:15 (= 7:15 PM )Milano, Italy, 45n28, 9e12
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Ferigo,_Carmen

murderer secondary(4)/ = victim natal(1)/ = murderer natal(3)
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murderer secondary converse(4) = murderer secondary converse(4) = victim

natal(1)/
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murderer tertiary converse(4) = victim tertiary converse(2)/ = murderer

natal(3)/;
murderer tertiary converse(4)/ = victim natal(1)/
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Birth time check

Fortuyn, Pim
19 February 1948 at 00:15 (= 12:15 AM )Velsen, Netherlands, 52n28, 4e36
Dutch politician, shot five times and killed 5/06/2002, 18:03 MEDT in Hilversum.
Source Notes :
Posted on the internet by Dutch astrologer Joyce Hoen, stated as "from him."
Ger Westerberg quotes Sagittarius April/2002 from the files of Roland Hepp for 15:00
MET, no source.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Fortuyn,_Pim
Graaf, Volkert van der
9 July 1969 at 08:30 (= 08:30 AM )Middelburg, Netherlands, 51n30, 3e37
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Graaf,_Volkert_van_der

With this technique we check which of the given birth times is correct. we do with that
harmonic 64,so that we can clearly see the differences.

1) Birth time is 00:15 (= 12:15 AM )

Lunar Return :

murderer lunar(4)/ = murderer lunar(4) = murderer natal(3) =

murderer natal(3) = victim natal(1)/ ;
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murderer lunar(4) = victim lunar(2)/ = victim natal(1)
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1) Birth time is 15:00 (= 03:00 PM )

Lunar Return

Victim Natal (1)/ axis = murderer lunar(4)
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Victim lunar (2)/ axis
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murderer lunar (4)/ axis

therefore  correct birth time is 00:15 (= 12:15 AM ).
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Flactif, Xavier
5 September 1962 at 09:45 (= 09:45 AM )La Bassée, France, 50n32, 2e48
French murder victim,the murders took place in Le Grand-Bornand, Haute-Savoie, France, 11
April 2003.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Flactif,_Xavier
Hotyat, David
23 October 1972 at 10:40 (= 10:40 AM )Arras, France, 50n17, 2e47
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hotyat,_David

murderer secondary(4)/ = victim secondary(2)/ = victim secondary(2)

 = victim natal(1)/
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murderer secondary converse(4) = victim secondary converse(2) = victim natal(1)

/
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Godard, Marie-France
2 May 1956 at 22:10 (= 10:10 PM )Granville, France, 48n50, 1w36
French noted family member and possible uxoricide victim, her corpse has never been found.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Godard,_Marie-France
Godard, Yves
2 June 1955 at 11:40 (= 11:40 AM )Paris, France, 48n52, 2e20
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Godard,_Yves
,.... On September 1, he left Saint-Malo ( 48° 39′ N, 2° 1′ W |)on board a sailboat in the
marina of the Sablons, pontoon E, accompanied by his two children....
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Affaire_Godard

murderer secondary (4)/ = victim secondary (2) = murderer secondary (4)

 = murderer natal (3)
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murderer secondary converse(4) = victim natal (1)/;
murderer secondary converse(4)/ = victim secondary converse (2) = victim

secondary converse (2)/
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Godard, Camille (Victim 2)
18 May 1993 at 03:35 (= 03:35 AM )Aunay-sur-Odon, France, 49n01, 0w38
In September 2000 a child's skull was picked up by a trawler's net about 25 miles off the
coast of St. Malo. The skull was determined to belong to Camille Godard, six years old.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Godard,_Camille

victim secondary converse(2)/ = murderer natal (3)/= murderer secondary

converse (4)/ = murderer natal (3);
murderer secondary converse (4)/ = murderer secondary converse (4)= victim

natal (1) AC
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Godard, Marius (Victim 3)
9 May 1994 at 09:30 (= 09:30 AM )Aunay-sur-Odon, France, 49n01, 0w38
Younger brother of Camille Godard, children of a family likely to have been killed by the
father.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Godard,_Marius

victim natal(1) = victim natal(1)/ = murderer natal (3)/= murderer

natal (3) / = murderer secondary(4);
victim natal(1)/ = murderer secondary (4) = murderer secondary (4) =

murderer secondary (4)
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Golly, Steve
23 June 1944 at 15:50 (= 3:50 PM )Hollywood, California, 34n06, 118w20
American homicide victim, shot to death by his son Chris on 2/22/1994, shortly before 1:14
AM, at which time a family tenant called the police.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Golly,_Steve
Golly, Christopher
27 May 1976 at 16:51 (= 4:51 PM )Van Nuys, California, 34n11, 118w27
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Golly,_Christopher

murderer secondary (4) = murderer secondary(4)/ = victim secondary(2)

= victim secondary(2) = victim natal(1) AC ; murderer natal (3)/= murderer

natal (3)  = murderer natal(3) MC = victim natal(1) MC
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Gossage, Amelia
9 February 1956 at 19:56 (= 7:56 PM )San Francisco, California, 37n47, 122w25
Amelia died between 13 February 1975 11:00 AM and noon.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Gossage,_Amelia
Gossage, Eben
8 May 1954 at 00:58 (= 12:58 AM )San Francisco, California, 37n47, 122w25
Murder of sister
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Gossage,_Eben

murderer natal(3) = victim natal(1)/ = victim lunar (2) = murderer

lunar (4)  = murderer lunar (4) = murderer natal (3) /
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murderer lunar(4)/ = victim lunar (2)/ = victim natal(1) MC
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Gustafson, Abigail
8 December 1979 at 16:12 (= 4:12 PM )Leominster MA, USA, 42n32, 71w46
American homicide victim, shot in the head and drowned on 12/01/1987, age almost eight,
allegedly by LaPlante, along with her five-year old brother William.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Gustafson,_Abigail
LaPlante, Daniel
15 May 1970 at 12:13 (= 12:13 PM )Worcester MA, USA, 42n16, 71w48
Homicide Perpetration
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/LaPlante,_Daniel

murderer natal(3) = victim natal(1)/ = victim natal(1) AC; murderer

natal(3)/ = victim lunar(2) 
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Gustafson, William (Victim 2)
12 November 1982 at 00:50 (= 12:50 AM )Leominster MA, USA, 42n32, 71w46
American homicide victim, murdered by drowning 12/01/1987 at age five, along with his
eight-year-old sister Aligail, allegedly by LaPlante.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Gustafson,_William

murderer lunar(4) = victim lunar(2)/; victim natal(1)/= murderer

lunar(4)/
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Hagerty, Janice
5 September 1954 at 17:51 (= 5:51 PM )Boston, Massachusetts, 42n22, 71w04
American office manager at Edgewater Technology in Wakefield, MA. On the morning of
12/26/2000 at about 11:00 AM, a mentally unstable software tester at the institute, Michael
McDermott, went berserk, shooting and killed seven people, including Hagerty.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hagerty,_Janice
McDermott, Michael
4 September 1958 at 04:03 (= 04:03 AM )Plymouth, Massachusetts, 41n58, 70w40
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/McDermott,_Michael

murderer secondary(4) = victim secondary(2) /
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Hill, Joan Robinson
6 February 1931 at 16:45 (= 4:45 PM )Wharton, Texas, 29n19, 96w0
Death 19 March 1969 (Infection from an unknown source, age 38)
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hill,_Joan_Robinson
At 2:30 a.m. on March 19, the attending nurse noticed that Joan's vital signs indicated
sudden heart failure.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joan_Robinson_Hill#Marriage_to_John_Hill
Hill, John
3 February 1931 at 03:55 (= 03:55 AM )Edcouch, Texas, 26n18, 97w58
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hill,_John

murderer secondary(4) = victim natal(1) /;
murderer secondary(4)/ = victim secondary(2) / = victim natal(1) 
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Hoeg, Susanne
27 November 1965 at 10:15 (= 10:15 AM )Brockton, Massachusetts, 42n05, 71w01
American homicide; beaten and stabbed to death by her husband, Robert, on 5/25/1992 in
the kitchen of their home in Brockton, about 11:00 AM,Hoeg and his wife were bitterly
separated .
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hoeg,_Susanne
Hoeg, Robert
3 December 1953 at 23:50 (= 11:50 PM )Brockton, Massachusetts, 42n05, 71w01
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Hoeg,_Robert

murderer lunar(4)/ = murderer natal(3) / = victim natal(1) AC/ =

= victim natal(1)/ = victim lunar(2) /;
murderer lunar(4) = victim lunar(2) /
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Kaltschmidt, Anna
18 July 1910 at 11:00 (= 11:00 AM )Heidelberg, Germany, 49n25, 8e43
German homicide victim, shot to death by her sweetheart, August Lilli,
2/15/1929,approximately 2:00 AM  before he killed himself.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Kaltschmidt,_Anna
Lilli, August
12 May 1903 at 04:00 (= 04:00 AM )Steinsfurt, Germany, 49n11, 8e55
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Lilli,_August

murderer lunar(4)/ = victim lunar(2) / = murderer natal(3)=

murderer lunar(4) = victim lunar(2) = victim natal(1) /;
murderer lunar(4) = victim natal(1) /
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Kennedy, John F.
29 May 1917 at 15:00 (= 3:00 PM )Brookline, Massachusetts, 42n20, 71w07
Death by Homicide 22 November 1963 at 12:30 PM in Dallas
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Kennedy,_John_F.
Oswald, Lee Harvey
18 October 1939 at 21:55 (= 9:55 PM )New Orleans, Louisiana, 29n57, 90w05
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Oswald,_Lee_Harvey

murderer secondary(4) = murderer secondary (4) = victim natal(1) /;
murderer natal(3)/ = victim secondary(2)/ = victim natal(1);
murderer secondary(4) = murderer secondary(4) = victim secondary(2)
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murderer secondary converse(4)/ = murderer natal (3) = victim secondary

converse (2) /;
murderer natal(3)/ = murderer secondary converse(4) = victim secondary

converse (2))
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murderer tertiary(4) = victim tertiary(2) = victim natal (1)/= victim

tertiary(2);

murderer tertiary(4)/ = murderer natal (3)/ = victim natal (1) 
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murderer tertiary converse(4)/ = victim tertiary converse(2)/ = victim

tertiary converse (2) = murderer natal (3)= murderer natal (3);

murderer tertiary converse(4) = victimnatal (1)/
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Oswald, Lee Harvey
18 October 1939 at 21:55 (= 9:55 PM )New Orleans, Louisiana, 29n57, 90w05
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Oswald,_Lee_Harvey
Ruby, Jack
25 April 1911 Chicago, Illinois, 41n51, 87w39
Source Notes
On 19 May 2016, Sy Scholfield submitted death certificate stating date of birth as 25 March
1911 and time of death as 10:30 a.m. The informant is recorded as (Jack's brother) Earl
Ruby, so we have a family source for the 25 March date of birth.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Ruby,_Jack

murderer natal(3) = victim natal(1)/; murderer solar (4)/= victim

natal(1); victim solar(2)/ = murderer natal(3)/
therefore birthday  is 25 April
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Kennedy, Robert F.
20 November 1925 at 15:11 (= 3:11 PM )Brookline, Massachusetts, 42n20, 71w07
Death by Homicide 5 June 1968 at 12:15 AM in Los Angeles
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Kennedy,_Robert_F.
Sirhan, Sirhan
19 March 1944 at 02:00 (= 02:00 AM )Jerusalem, Israel, 31n46, 35e14
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Sirhan,_Sirhan

murderer solar(4) = murderer solar(4) = murderer natal(3)/ = victim

natal(1) = victim natal(1) AC = victim solar(2)/;
murderer natal(3) = murderer natal(3) = victim natal(1)/= victim

solar(2)
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Kirk, Justin
17 May 2001 at 08:46 (= 08:46 AM )Plymouth, Massachusetts, 41n58, 70w40
American infanticide victim, allegedly killed by his mother just before 5 AM EST on March 8,
2005.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Kirk,_Justin
Kirk, Helen
10 June 1971 at 19:53 (= 7:53 PM )Stoughton MA, USA, 42n07, 71w06
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Kirk,_Helen

murderer natal(3)/ = victim natal(1)/ = victim solar (2)/;
victim solar(2) = murderer solar(4)/
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Klaas, Polly
3 January 1981 at 10:41 (= 10:41 AM )San Francisco, California, 37n47, 122w25
Kidnap Victimization 1 October 1993 at 10:35 AM in Petaluma (Kidnapped by Richard Allen
Davis)
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Klaas,_Polly
Davis, Richard Allen
2 June 1954 at 18:34 (= 6:34 PM )San Francisco California, USA, 37n46, 122w25
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Davis,_Richard_Allen

murderer natal(3)/ = victim natal(1)/ = victim solar (2)/=

murderer solar(4)/ = murderer solar(4)
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Labianca, Maria Pia
16 July 1979 at 20:00 (= 8:00 PM )Gravina di Puglia, Italy, 40n49, 16e25
Italian homicide. On 2/27/1999, in a cottage, the body of Maria Pia Labianca was found. She
had disappeared a few days before. The autopsy revealed that she was killed by suffocation
and was pregnant.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Labianca,_Maria_Pia
Pupillo, Giovanni
18 August 1976 at 19:15 (= 7:15 PM )Avezzano, Italy, 42n02, 13e25
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Pupillo,_Giovanni

murderer solar(4)/ = victim solar(2)/ = victim solar (2) AC;
murderer solar(4) = victim solar(2) = murderer natal(3)/ = murderer

natal (3) AC
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Grégory Villemin
(24 August 1980 – 16 October 1984)was a French boy from Lépanges-sur-Vologne who was
murdered at the age of 4. His body was found 7 kilometres (4.3 mi) away in the Vologne
River near Docelles.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murder_of_Gr%C3%A9gory_Villemin
Laroche, Bernard
23 March 1955 at 11:30 (= 11:30 AM )Épinal, France, 48n11, 6e27
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Laroche,_Bernard

murderer lunar(4)/ = murderer natal (3) AC = victim natal(1)/;
murderer lunar(4) = victim lunar (2) = victim natal (1);

murderer lunar(4) = victim lunar (2)
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Laroche, Bernard
23 March 1955 at 11:30 (= 11:30 AM )Épinal, France, 48n11, 6e27
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Laroche,_Bernard
Villemin, Jean-Marie
30 September 1958 at 20:00 (= 8:00 PM )Épinal, France, 48n11, 6e27
Homicide Perpetration 29 March 1985 (Killed his cousin Bernard)
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Villemin,_Jean-Marie

murderer lunar(4)/ = victim natal (1);
murderer lunar(4) = murderer natal (3) = victim lunar (2)/ = victim

natal (1) AC
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Le Gouariguer, Gwenhaelle
13 August 1975 at 19:00 (= 7:00 PM )Lorient, France, 47n45, 3w22
French homicide victim, shot to death by Didier Morvant on 7/28/1993, for no apparent
reason.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Le_Gouariguer,_Gwenhaelle
Morvant, Didier
1 January 1958 at 22:00 (= 10:00 PM )Lorient, France, 47n45, 3w22
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Morvant,_Didier

murderer secondary (4)/= victim natal (1)/= victim natal (1) AC;
murderer secondary (4)= victim secondary (2);murderer secondary (4) =

murderer secondary (4) = victim secondary (2)= victim natal (1)
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Lambrecks, Eefje
30 January 1976 at 15:10 (= 3:10 PM )Hasselt, Belgium, 50n55, 5e20
French homicide victim of Marc Dutroux. Kidnapped on 8/23/1995 at about 1:30 AM MEDT in
Ostende, Belgium.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Lambrecks,_Eefje
Dutroux, Marc
6 November 1956 at 07:35 (= 07:35 AM )Ixelles, Belgium, 50n50, 4e22
Belgian serial killer who made a career of kidnapping, raping, torturing and killing children.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Dutroux,_Marc

murderer natal(3)/= victim secondary (2)
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Lejeune, Julie (Victim 2)
29 November 1986 at 09:25 (= 09:25 AM )St.Nicolas, Belgium, 51n10, 4e08
French homicide victim of Marc Dutroux. Kidnapped on 6/24/1995 at about 5:15 PM MEDT in
Grâce-Hollogne
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Lejeune,_Julie

murderer natal (3) = victim natal(1)/ = victim natal(1);
murderer secondary(4)/ =  murderer natal(3)/= victim secondary (2)

/
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Marchal, An (Victim 3)
10 December 1977 at 14:00 (= 2:00 PM )Hasselt, Belgium, 50n55, 5e20
Flemish homicide victim of Marc Dutroux. Kidnapped on 8/23/1995 at about 1:30 AM MEDT
in Ostende, Belgium
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Marchal,_An

murderer lunar(4)/ =  victim lunar(2)/ = murderer lunar(4) =

victim lunar(2)
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Russo, Mélissa (Victim 4)
11 September 1986 at 22:22 (= 10:22 PM )Liège, Belgium, 50n38, 5e34
French victim of Marc Dutroux. She was abducted along with Julie on 6/24/1995 at about
5:15 PM MEDT in Grâce-Hollogne
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Russo,_M%C3%A9lissa

murderer natal(4)/ = murderer  lunar(4) = victim lunar(2);
murderer  lunar(4)/ = victim lunar(2)/ = murderer natal(3) =

victim natal(1)/
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Lielke, Lorraine
27 September 1926 at 01:00 (= 01:00 AM )Warm Beach WA, USA, 48n10, 122w22
American homicide victim.Ex-husband shot and killed her on 11/26/1964.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Lielke,_Lorraine
Lielke, Elmer Arthur
7 February 1924 at 12:38 (= 12:38 PM )Minot, North Dakota, 48n14, 101w18
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Lielke,_Elmer_Arthur

murderer lunar(4)/ =  murderer natal(3) =  victim natal(1) = victim

natal(1) =  victim natal(1); murderer lunar(4) = murderer natal(3)/
= murderer natal(3)/ = murderer lunar(4)/ = victim lunar(2)/=

victim natal(1) AC
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murderer secondary(4)/ = victim secondary(2)
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Lorenzi, Samuele
12 November 1998 at 08:25 (= 08:25 AM )Aosta, Italy, 45n44, 7e20
Italian victim of an unsolved case of homicide. The mother, Anna Maria Franzoni, left her
baby, Samuele, sleeping in her bed when she walked her older son, Davide, to the school
bus. It was 1/31/2002 and she left the house at 8:16 AM
Anna Maria Franzoni Lorenzi was born August 23, 1971, time unknown, San Benedetto Val di
Sanbro, Italy.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Lorenzi,_Samuele

murderer secondary(4)/ =  murderer natal(3)/ =  victim natal(1)/
=  murderer secondary (4)/ =  murderer natal(3)/=  murderer secondary

(4) =  victim natal(1)
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Luciferia, Diane
3 July 1946 at 07:10 (= 07:10 AM )Kremlin Bicetre, France, 49n15, 4e02
On 3/10/1995, the two witches, Nicole and Dominique, appeared on a TV show, "J’y crois, j’y
crois pas," hosted by Tina Kiffer on TF1. When they were not allowed to voice their opinions,
they furiously stormed off the set.
Their rivalry escalated and on 3/15/1995, 2:40 PM, Dominique Desseaux murdered Nicole
with a shotgun
Dominique Nicole Desseaux was born in London, 3/21/1966, time unknown.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Luciferia,_Diane

murderer secondary converse(4)/ =  murderer secondary converse(4)/
=  murderer natal(3)/ =  murderer natal(3) = victim secondary converse(2)

 = victim secondary converse(2)
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Percy, Valerie Jeanne
10 December 1944 at 17:25 (= 5:25 PM )Oakland CA, USA, 37n49, 122w16
the daughter of Illinois Governor Charles Percy. On 9/18/1966, 5:15 AM, Kenilworth, IL, she
was stabbed and bludgeoned to death by a stranger as she slept in her room at home.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Percy,_Valerie_Jeanne
Percy, Charles
27 September 1919 at 03:40 (= 03:40 AM )Pensacola FL, USA, 30n25, 87w13
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Percy,_Charles
Joe Dileonardi knows murder. The former Chicago police superintendent :

"She was found Sunday at 5 a.m. We got there Monday morning and it was 24 hours old,
and we get to the crime scene and there was none, no crime scene, the room where she
was murdered was completely renovated. You cannot conduct a homicide investigation like
this," said Dileonardi.
https://web.archive.org/web/20140113171951/http://abclocal.go.com/wls/story?section=ne
ws&id=4563621
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murderer secondary(4)/ =  murderer natal(3)/ =  murderer secondary(4)

 =  murderer secondary(4) =  victim secondary(1);
murderer secondary (4) = murderer secondary (4) =  victim secondary(2)

/;murderer secondary(4)/ = murderer natal(3)/ =  victim

natal(1)/ = victim natal(1) AC = victim natal(1) = victim natal(1)

MC(parents-axis);murderer natal(3)/= murderer natal(3) = victim

secondary(2)
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murderer secondary converse(4) =  murderer natal(3)/ =  murderer natal(3)

; murderer secondary converse(4) = murderer natal(3)
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murderer lunar(4)/ =  victim lunar(2) / =  murderer natal(3) AC;
murderer lunar (4)/ = victim lunar (2)/ = victim natal(1);
murderer lunar(4) =  victim natal(1) /
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murderer lunar return(4)/ =  victim lunar return(2) / =  murderer

natal(3)/ =  murderer natal(3) =  victim lunar return(2) =  victim

natal(1);
murderer lunar return(4) =  victim natal(1)/=  victim natal (1) =  victim

natal(1) MC;
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Petrucci, Silvana
16 November 1949 at 10:45 (= 10:45 AM )Genova, Italy, 44n25, 8e57
22 October 1999 at 06:00 AM in Geneva, Switzerland (Murdered by son, age 49)
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Petrucci,_Silvana
Diamante, Stefano
22 January 1975 at 14:00 (= 2:00 PM )Genova, Italy, 44n25, 8e57
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Diamante,_Stefano

murderer lunar (4)/ =  murderer lunar (4)  = victim natal(1) AC ;
murderer natal(3)/ = victim natal(1)/ = victim lunar(2)/
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Peña Coss y Leon, Erik
28 July 1998 at 05:30 (= 05:30 AM )Monterrey, Mexico, 25n40, 100w19
He and his 3-year-old sister Ishtar were stabbed to death by the jealous boyfriend of his 18-
year-old sister Erika on March 2, 2006 about 2 p.m. in Monterrey, Mexiko.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Pe%C3%B1a_Coss_y_Leon,_Erik
Santoy Riveroll, Diego
9 September 1984 at 12:30 (= 12:30 PM )Matamoros, Mexico, 25n53, 97w30
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Santoy_Riveroll,_Diego

murderer natal(3)/ =  victim natal(1) / =  murderer lunar(3) =

murderer lunar(4) =  victim lunar (2) =  victim natal(1)
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Peña Coss y Leon, Maria Fernanda Ishtar (Victim 2)
15 October 2002 at 15:00 (= 3:00 PM )Monterrey, Mexico, 25n40, 100w19
She and her 7-year-old brother Erik were stabbed to death by the jealous boyfriend of his
18-year-old sister Erika on March 2, 2006 about 2 p.m. in Monterrey, Mexiko.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Pe%C3%B1a_Coss_y_Leon,_Maria_Fernanda_Ishtar

murderer natal(3) =  victim natal(1) / =  victim natal(1);
murderer lunar(4)/ =  victim lunar (2)/ =  victim natal(1) MC
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Pirotton, Véronique
24 March 1971 at 03:45 (= 03:45 AM )Rocourt, Belgium, 50n41, 5e33
Death, Cause unspecified 1 November 2013 in Oostende (murder or suicide, husband was
suspect and 3 years later cleared of all charges)
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Pirotton,_V%C3%A9ronique
Wesphael, Bernard
25 September 1958 at 12:40 (= 12:40 PM )Waremme, Belgium, 50n41, 5e15
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Wesphael,_Bernard

murderer secondary converse(4) =  murderer secondary converse(4) = victim

secondary converse(2) = victim secondary converse(2)/;
murderer natal (3) = murderer natal (3) = victim secondary converse(2) =

victim secondary converse(2)  = victim secondary converse(2) 
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Presti, Joanne
7 March 1969 at 01:09 (= 01:09 AM )Stoneham MA, USA, 42n28, 71w06
She and her daughter Alyssa (data not known) were found dead in their Woburn, MA home
at about 3:45 PM on January 7, 2004
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Presti,_Joanne
Bizanowicz, Michael John
3 September 1962 at 18:29 (= 6:29 PM )Everett MA, USA, 42n24, 71w03
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Bizanowicz,_Michael_John

murderer lunar(4)/ = victim lunar(2)/ = murderer lunar(4) =

victim lunar(2) = victim natal (1)/;murderer lunar (4)/ = victim lunar

(2)/ = victim lunar(2)AC; murderer lunar (4)= victim lunar (2)
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Priestly, Helen
29 September 1925 at 12:30 (= 12:30 PM )Aberdeen, Scotland, 57n10, 2w04
Scottish homicide victim, age eight when her body was found in a sack under the stairs of
the Aberdeen tenement where she lived, 4/21/1934.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Priestly,_Helen
Donald, Jeannie
8 July 1895 at 19:30 (= 7:30 PM )Aboyne, Scotland, 57n05, 2w50
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Donald,_Jeannie

murderer secondary converse(4)/ =  murderer natal(3)/= murderer

natal(3) = victim natal (1)
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Quéméner, Pierre
19 August 1877 at 05:00 (= 05:00 AM )Commana, France, 48n2451, 3w5710
In 1922 he met Guillaume Seznec and they did business together. On 25 May 1923, the pair
left for Paris to sell a Cadillac. ..Seznec was arrested on 1 July 1923 and accused of the
murder of Quéméner. He was convicted and later pardoned.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Qu%C3%A9m%C3%A9ner,_Pierre
Seznec, Guillaume
1 May 1878 at 14:30 (= 2:30 PM )Plomodiern, France, 48n1055, 4w1350
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Seznec,_Guillaume

murderer natal(3)/ =  murderer lunar(4) =  murderer lunar(4)= victim

lunar(2)/ =  victim lunar(2) =  victim lunar(2);
murderer lunar(4) = victim natal(1)/
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Rancourt, Susan
12 October 1955 at 06:30 (= 06:30 AM )Anchorage AK, USA, 61n13, 149w54
American homicide victim of Ted Bundy, murdered on 4/17/1974, Ellenburg, WA, "shortly
after 10:00 PM."
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Rancourt,_Susan
Bundy, Ted
24 November 1946 at 22:35 (= 10:35 PM )Burlington, Vermont, 44n29, 73w13
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Bundy,_Ted

murderer lunar(4) =  murderer natal(3)= murderer natal(3) = victim lunar(2)

/ = victim natal(1) AC
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Ravedone, Franca
17 October 1945 at 15:30 (= 3:30 PM )Cassano Magnago, Italy, 45n41, 8e50
Italian homicide victim, killed by her husband Francesco on 1/31/1992 between 2:00 and
3:00 PM.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Ravedone,_Franca
Ravedone, Francesco
11 November 1941 at 15:00 (= 3:00 PM )Gallarate, Italy, 45n40, 8e47
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Ravedone,_Francesco

murderer lunar(4)/ =  murderer natal(3)= murderer natal(3) = victim

natal(1)/ = victim natal(1) AC = victim lunar(1) AC;murderer lunar(4) =

murderer lunar(4) = victim lunar(2)/= victim lunar(2)
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Reynolds, Zachary
5 November 1911 at 05:10 (= 05:10 AM )Winston-Salem, North Carolina, 36n06, 80w15
Death, Mysterious 6 July 1932 at 05:25 AM in Winston-Salem (Died from gunshot injuries,
age 20)
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Reynolds,_Zachary
Libby Holman
born May 23, 1904, in Cincinnati, Ohio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Libby_Holman

murderer minor(4)/ = murderer minor(4) =  murderer natal(3) = victim

natal(1) = victim natal(1) AC;

murderer natal(3)/ = victim natal(1)/ = murderer minor(4)
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Riley, Alicia
31 January 1963 at 22:18 (= 10:18 PM )Brockton, Massachusetts, 42n05, 71w01
Death by Homicide 10 June 2000 (Alicia and kids shot to death)
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Riley,_Alicia
Riley, Paul
11 July 1947 at 19:15 (= 7:15 PM )Boston, Massachusetts, 42n22, 71w04
American probable suicide and firefighter, a respected veteran of Brockton, Massachusetts
fire department.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Riley,_Paul

murderer natal(3) = murderer lunar(4)/ = murderer natal(3)/ =

victim lunar(2)/
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Riley, Erin (Victim 2)
16 October 1997 at 19:51 (= 7:51 PM )Brockton, Massachusetts, 42n05, 71w01
American two-year-old homicide victim.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Riley,_Erin

murderer solar(4)/ = victim natal(1) = victim natal(1);
murderer solar(4) = victim solar(2)/
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Riley, Matthew (Victim 3)
28 February 1994 at 02:22 (= 02:22 AM )Brockton, Massachusetts, 42n05, 71w01
American six-year-old homicide victim.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Riley,_Matthew

murderer solar(4)/ = victim solar(2)/ = victim solar(2)
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Robbins, Kathy Jean
7 August 1968 at 14:18 (= 2:18 PM )Barnstable, Massachusetts, 41n42, 70w18
American homicide victim, beaten to death and knifed by her estranged husband on 5
December 1993.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Robbins,_Kathy_Jean
Robbins, Steven
26 August 1964 at 13:07 (= 1:07 PM )Barnstable, Massachusetts, 41n42, 70w18
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Robbins,_Steven

murderer lunar(4)/ =  murderer lunar(4) = murderer natal(3) =  victim

natal(1)/
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Romand, Aime Jules
20 October 1918 at 07:00 (= 07:00 AM )Clairvaux-les-lacs, France, 46n34, 5e45
French homicide victim, murdered along with his wife in a situation of family rage on the
afternoon of 1/09/1993, c. 1:30 PM, Prevessin Moens, France, by his son, Jean-Claude
Romand.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Romand,_Aime_Jules
Romand, Jean-Claude
11 February 1954 at 10:45 (= 10:45 AM )Lons le Saunier, France, 46n40, 5e33
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Romand,_Jean-Claude

murderer secondary converse(4)/ =  victim natal(1)
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Romand, Anne Marie (Victim 2)
20 December 1923 at 09:00 (= 09:00 AM )Mirebel, France, 46n29, 5e35
French homicide victim, murdered along with her husband in a situation of family violence by
their son on 1/09/1993, c. 1:30 PM, Prevessin Moens, France.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Romand,_Anne_Marie

murderer secondary(4) =  victim secondary(2)/=  victim natal(1)/;

murderer secondary(4) = murderer natal(3)/=  victim natal(1)/
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Romand, Antoine (Victim 3)
2 February 1987 at 12:30 (= 12:30 PM )Ambilly, France, 46n12, 6e13
French homicide victim, the five-year-old son of Jean-Claude Romand who murdered him on
the night of 1/08/1993 around 9.20 PM.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Romand,_Antoine

murderer secondary(4)/ =  victim secondary(2)
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Romand, Florence (Victim 4)
6 March 1956 at 01:30 (= 01:30 AM )Annedy, France, 46n23, 5e52
French homicide victim; murdered in her sleep on the night of 1/08/1993 around 9.10 PM
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Romand,_Florence

murderer secondary converse(4)/ =  victim secondary converse(2)
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Romand, Caroline (Victim 5)
14 May 1985 at 12:55 (= 12:55 PM )Ambilly, France, 46n12, 6e13
French homicide victim, the seven-year-old daughter of Jean-Claude Romand who shot her
in the back on the night of 1/08/1993 around 9.20 PM.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Romand,_Caroline

murderer secondary converse(4)/ =  victim secondary converse(2)/=

murderer natal(3)=  victim natal(1)
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Russo, Marta
13 April 1975 at 17:40 (= 5:40 PM )Rome, Italy, 41n54, 12e29
Italian homicide victim, a young university student who was shot in the head and killed on
5/09/1997, 11:42 AM at the University La Sapienza, Rome.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Russo,_Marta
Scattone, Giovanni
7 February 1968 at 22:25 (= 10:25 PM )Rome, Italy, 41n54, 12e29
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Scattone,_Giovanni

murderer secondary converse(4)/ =  victim natal(1) AC;

murderer natal(3) =  victim natal(1)/;
murderer natal(3)/ =  victim natal(1)
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Liparota, Francesco (Murderer 2)
31 January 1968 at 22:45 (= 10:45 PM )Nicastro, Italy, 38n59, 16e20
Italian teaching assistant along with Marta Russo. At a party, Scattone and Salvatore Ferraro,
a teacher, were fooling around with a gun and declared that it was an accident when Marta
Russo was hit by a stray bullet.. Francesco Liparota, who was present, accused the two of
the shooting.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Liparota,_Francesco

murderer secondary (4) = murderer secondary (4) =  victim natal(1)/
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Spungen, Nancy
27 February 1958 at 06:52 (= 06:52 AM )Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 39n57, 75w10
American homicide victim 10/12/1978, by her boyfriend, heavy metal rocker Sid Vicious.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Spungen,_Nancy
Vicious, Sid
10 May 1957 at 19:09 (= 7:09 PM )London, England, 51n30, 0w10
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Vicious,_Sid

murderer secondary (4)/ =  victim secondary(2);

murderer secondary(4) =  victim secondary (2)/;
murderer secondary (4) =  victim natal(1)/
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Stern, Édouard
18 October 1954 at 12:00 (= 12:00 noon )Neuilly sur Seine, France, 48n53, 2e16
Death by Homicide 28 February 2005 Geneva, Switzerland
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Stern,_%C3%89douard
Brossard, Cécile
20 March 1969 at 03:40 (= 03:40 AM )Paris, France, 48n52, 2e20
French mistress who shot dead her billionaire lover, Édouard Stern
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Brossard,_C%C3%A9cile

murderer secondary(4) =  victim natal (1)/;murderer secondary (4)/
=  victim secondary(2); murderer natal(3)/ =  victim natal (1) ;
murderer secondary (4) =  victim secondary(2)/
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Versace, Gianni
2 December 1946 at 06:00 (= 06:00 AM )Reggio di Calabria, Italy, 38n06, 15e39
on Tuesday, 7/15/1997, at 8:44 AM, South Beach, FL, and rushed to the hospital, declared
dead at 9:15 AM.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Versace,_Gianni
Cunanan, Andrew
31 August 1969 at 21:41 (= 9:41 PM )National City, California, 32n41, 117w06
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Cunanan,_Andrew

murderer secondary converse(4)/ = murderer secondary converse(4) = victim

secondary converse(2);
murderer natal(4)/ =  victim natal (1)/=  victim natal (1)
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Viguier, Suzanne
27 November 1961 at 20:30 (= 8:30 PM )Aurillac, France, 44n56, 2e26
Missing Person 27 February 2000 seen her for the last time at 4.30 am
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Viguier,_Suzanne
Viguier, Jacques
16 October 1957 at 19:30 (= 7:30 PM )Toulouse, France, 43n36, 1e26
suspected of having killed his wife; no conviction in two lawsuits
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Viguier,_Jacques

murderer natal(3)/ = victim secondary converse(2) = victim natal(1);
murderer natal(3) = victim natal(1)/
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murderer secondary converse (4)/ = murderer secondary converse (4)/
= murderer natal(3) = victim natal(1);
murderer secondary converse (4) = murderer secondary converse (4) = victim

secondary converse (2)
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murderer secondary (4)/ = victim natal(1) = victim natal(1)/
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Whiting Sr., David
24 August 1956 at 10:42 (= 10:42 AM )Weymouth MA, USA, 42n13, 70w56
Death by Homicide 19 June 1993 at 11:15 AM in Rockland, MA (Shot to death by son)
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Whiting_Sr.,_David
Whiting, David Warren
19 December 1975 at 12:34 (= 12:34 PM )Stroughton MA, USA, 42n07, 71w06
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Whiting,_David_Warren

murderer secondary converse(4)/ = victim secondary converse (2);
murderer secondary converse(4) = victim natal(1)/
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Kimberly MacDonald, was born on April 18, 1964
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_R._MacDonald MacDonald, Jeffrey
12 October 1943 at 17:53 (= 5:53 PM ) New York, New York, 40n43, 74w0 American 
physician and Army Green Beret whose wife and two kids were murdered, a famous case 
known as the Green Beret murders.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/MacDonald,_Jeffrey

murderer secondary (4)/ = murderer natal  (3)/ = victim natal (1)

/ = murderer secondary (4) ;murderer natal (3) = victim secondary (2)

/; murderer secondary (4)  = murderer secondary (4) = victim secondary

(2) 
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murderer lunar (4) = victim natal (1)/;
murderer lunar (4)  = murderer lunar (4)  = murderer natal (3) = murderer

natal (3) = victim lunar (2) = victim lunar (2) = victim lunar (2) 
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murderer solar (4)/= murderer solar (4)  = victim natal (1)/;
victim solar (2) / = murderer natal (3)
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murderer tertiary(4) = victim natal (1)/;
murderer tertiary(4)/ = murderer tertiary(4) = victim natal (1);

victim tertiary (2)  = victim tertiary (2) = victim tertiary (2)  = murderer natal

(3)
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murderer tertiary converse(4)/ = victim tertiary converse (2)/= murderer

tertiary converse (4) = victim tertiary converse (2)/
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Kristen, was born on May 8, 1967 (Victim 2)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_R._MacDonald

murderer secondary(4)/ = murderer natal (3)/= murderer natal (3)

= victim secondary (2) = victim secondary (2);
murderer secondary(4) = murderer secondary (4)= victim natal (2)/
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murderer tertiary(4)/ = murderer tertiary (4)= victim tertiary (2);
murderer tertiary (4) = murderer natal (3)/
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murderer minor(4)/ = murderer natal (3) = victim minor (2);
murderer minor (4) = victim natal (3)/= victim minor(2)
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Chandra Levy
was born April 14, 1977 at 13:46 (= 1:46 PM )Cleveland, Ohio,U.S. Disappeared May 1, 
2001 (aged 24)Washington, D.C.,U.S.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chandra_Levy
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Levy,_Chandra
Suspect 1 : Ingmar Guandique
was born in El Salvador on August 21, 1981
http://humanevents.com/2009/02/25/who-let-ingmar-in/
Suspect 2 : Gary Condit
born April 21, 1948 April 21, 1948 Salina, Oklahoma, U.S.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gary_Condit
Note : Birth time found later 

Suspect 1 : Ingmar Guandique
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Suspect 2 : Gary Condit

murderer secondary(4)/ = murderer secondary (4) = murderer natal(3)

/= murderer natal(3)/ = victim natal (1)/ = victim natal (1)

/;
murderer secondary (4)/ = murderer natal (3)/ = victim secondary (2)

/ = victim natal (1)
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Suspect 1 : Ingmar Guandique

Suspect 1 secondary converse(4)= victim natal (1)/;
Suspect 1 secondary converse(4) = Suspect 1 secondary converse(4)= victim

secondary converse (2)/
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Suspect 2 : Gary Condit

murderer secondary converse(4) = murderer secondary converse(4) = murderer

natal(3)/ = victim natal (1)/;
murderer secondary converse(4)/ = murderer secondary converse(4)/ =

murderer natal(3) = victim secondary converse (2);

murderer secondary converse(4) = murderer secondary converse(4) = murderer

natal(3)/ = victim natal (1)
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Suspect 1 : Ingmar Guandique

Suspect 1 tertiary(4)/= victim natal (1) 
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Suspect 2 : Gary Condit

murderer tertiary(4)/ = victim natal (1)/;
murderer tertiary (4) = murderer natal(3) = victim tertiary (2) = victim

natal (1)/;
murderer tertiary(4) = murderer natal(3)/ = victim tertiary(2)= victim

tertiary(2)
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Suspect 1 : Ingmar Guandique

Suspect 1 minor(4)/= victim natal (1) /
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Suspect 2 : Gary Condit

murderer minor(4)/ = victim minor(1);
murderer minor (4) = murderer natal(3)/ = victim minor (2)/;
murderer minor(4)/= victim natal(3)/
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McCann,Madeleine
born 12 May 2003 Leicester, England
McCann, Gerry (father)
5 June 1968 at 07:45 (= 07:45 AM )Glasgow, Scotland, 55n53, 4w15
She was last seen on May 3, 2007 at about 8:30 PM local time in Praia da Luz, Portugal
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/McCann,_Gerry

murderer secondary(4)/= murderer secondary(4) = murderer natal(3)

/ = victim secondary(2)/;murderer secondary (4) /= murderer

secondary (4) /= murderer natal(3)/ = victim natal (1);
murderer secondary (4)/= victim natal(1)/
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Mayerling incident

Vetsera, Baroness Mary
19 March 1871 at 20:45 (= 8:45 PM )Wien, AUS, 48n13, 16e20
Death by Suicide 30 January 1889.Apparently the lovers had died in a murder-suicide tryst.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Vetsera,_Baroness_Mary
Rudolf, Crown Prince of Austria
21 August 1858 at 22:15 (= 10:15 PM )Laxenburg, Austria, 48n04, 16e21
Europe was shocked with the scandal when he committed suicide with Baroness Maria
Vetsera at Mayerling 1/30/1889, 7:00 to 8:00 AM.
http://www.astro.com/astro-databank/Rudolf,_Crown_Prince_of_Austria

Baroness Mary  Vetsera’s birth year must be 1871.
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Crown Prince natal(3) / = Crown Prince solar(4) / = Baroness Mary

solar(2) /= Crown Prince solar(4)  = Baroness Mary natal(1)  = Baroness

Mary natal(1)  = Crown Prince natal(3)  = Baroness Mary natal(1)  = Crown

Prince natal(3)  = Crown Prince natal(3) = Crown Prince solar(4) = Baroness

Mary natal(1) /
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1)If you have birth time of suspects, you can determine the murderer.
In order to determine the murderer, the planetary pictures ,that are shown below ,must be 
present several times in different progresions,lunar and solar. 

murderer`s   = victim`s  /
murderer`s  / = victim`s   
murderer`s  / = victim`s  /

2)If you have murderer’s and victim’s birth times, you can determine the time of the murder.

3)If suspect`s sun is not involved as a natal or progression(solar,lunar), he/she is not a 
murderer.

Conclusions
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My Research about harmonics is here:
https://de.scribd.com/document/266024720/Micro-Astrology

Progressions is here : 
https://de.scribd.com/document/351721690/Progressions-in-Astrology

My Webpage :
http://cemalcicek.com/

my birth time 17:49:13
20.03.1964  Gaziantep-Turkey
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